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is not merely working at plant selection: he is * remodelling *
crops for socialist agriculture. The agronomist is * liquida-
ting * low yields. The explorer is * conquering * the desert.
The * struggle against the Arctic' is a "striking example of
enthusiastic team-work for the * mastery of Nature', and
it calls for special comment.
About a third of the Soviet Union lies within the zone of
the Soviet Arctic,1 and most of her great rivers flow into
the Polar Sea. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
conquest of the Arctic has caught .the public imagination in
Russia. To be a scientist or a sailor or an explorer in the
Arctic is the ambition of many young Russians. Propa-
ganda about Soviet activities in the Arctic is maintained
in the press all the time. The polar night has begun, said
one newspaper in early December; 'yet the Soviet Far
North is far from dormant. It is very much alive in spite
of the double burden of sub-zero weather and unremitting
night that Nature has laid on it* In a book Forty Thousand
Against the Arctic, Smolka has written an account in
English of the Soviet Arctic. His comments on Arctic
agriculture are ecstatic rather than penetrating, but he does
convey well the exuberant enthusiasm in this peaceful war
against frozen soil* drifting ice, and paralysing dark winters.
The Soviet philosopher will tell you that this enthusiasm is
Marxism in practice—the application of dialectics to the
mastery of man over his environment. For this reason an
account of it has a place in this chapter.
The Soviet Government realises that the conquest of the
Arctic requires brain as well as brawn, and there is accord-
ingly a vigorous Arctic research programme. Research
work falls under one or other of four principal controls—
Agriculture, under the Ministry of Agriculture; surveys,
particularly in mineralogy, soil science, and archaeology,
1 This zone is not delimited by latitude 66° 30'* but across most of
Russia lies somewhat below it. The delimitation and administration
of the zone is described by T. A. Taracouzio in Soviets in the Arctfc,
New York, 1938.

